Meadowside Designs
Tutorial for making binding strips.
These instructions are to make a double fold binding that is about ¼ inch wide
on the front and back of the quilt.
To achieve this the strips need to be 2½ inches wide. Cut them from the full
width of the fabric (selvage to selvage) wherever possible to avoid having to
make too many joins. Seams add bulk and make it difficult to keep the binding
neat.
Measure the quilt and decide how many strips you will need to cut to go around
the quilt – for butted binding this is the four sides of the quilt plus about 4
inches for corners. For mitred bindings it is the four sides of the quilt plus about
4 inches for corners plus about 15 - 20 inches overlap to join the ends.

First step is to cut the strips. Straighten the edge of
the fabric to find the straight grain then fold the
fabric so you need only make a short cut. Measure
2½ inches from the straightened edge and cut.

Binding strips are best joined across the bias
– when they are folded the seam will then
wrap around instead of forming a bulky lump.
Place the two strips at right angles to each
other. Right sides together.

Fold the top strip to find the diagonal and mark
it – either press the fold or mark with a fabric
marker. This will be your stitching line.
Make sure you are marking the correct diagonal
– you want a straight strip when you open it
out. Use a pin and check before you sew!

Stitch
along the
diagonal
line.

Open it out to check you have sewn the
right line and that the strip is straight.

If everything is right then trim the excess
triangle of fabric. And do make sure it’s the
triangle away from the seam allowance that
you trim!

Press the seam open – less bulk means a
neater binding.

Finally press the binding strip in half
lengthwise.

And you’re good to go!
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